Group Improvisation: The Manual of Ensemble Improv Games

By Peter Gwinn

Christian Publishers LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Group Improvisation: The Manual of Ensemble Improv Games, Peter Gwinn, Who would have thought that participating in group improv could be so enlightening and rewarding? Peter Gwinn and his colleagues at the i.O. Theatre in Chicago developed The Group Mind to create a new awareness in the mind and spirit of any group or team. The Group Mind, the Holy Grail of improvisation, is created by a synergy among improv participants. It's like ESP. It's the feeling of being part of a greater entity, a sense of excitement, belonging, importance that takes teamwork to a new level. Over forty improv games are included for developing group chemistry: creation, bonding, dynamics, energy, focus and more. Techniques are discussed for breaking the ice, agreement, listening and support, teamwork, quick thinking and having fun! Sample chapters: An Introduction to Mind Reading. The Morale Majority. The Games and Their Explanations, Bonding, Focus, Awareness, Creation, Energy, Dynamics, Party Games and more.

Reviews

The book is great and fantastic. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my dad and i advised this ebook to find out.
-- Dr. Blair Mann

It is an incredible publication i actually have actually go through. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e pdf. Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication where actually changed me, alter the way i think.
-- Prof. Colton Jakubowski IV
Some improv games, known by a particular name, are actually minor variations on a broader improv game. For those, the link will refer to the broader game handle, and you'll find the particular sub-format indexed here indicated in bold in the text. For an example, take a look at Scene Replay. Improv Games. 

Improvisation is applicable to almost all facet of knowledge like arts, science, education, medical sciences, engineering and non-academic spheres. The process of teaching and learning requires a good deal of improvisation since it touches the cognitive, affective and psycho motive domains of learners. When improvisation is utilised in a small group collaborative teaching and learning activities in a learner-centered environment, it can be a powerful teaching tool. 

Gwinn, P. & Halpern, C. (2003). Group improvisation: The manual of ensemble improve games. Colorado Springs, Co: Meriwether. Howe, N. & Strauss, W. (2000). Millennials rising: The next great generation. Start your review of Group Improvisation: The Manual of Ensemble Improv Games. Write a review. Jan 24, 2018 Jason Luna rated it it was ok. Unless you are specifically referring to this book and then literally using it in the field of organizing group improv games either to reinforce team building or to organize a set list for an improv show, this book is not really worth getting into it. In other words, reading it for the sake of reading it is pretty useless. Not to blow myself up too much, but I have a more vested interest in group improv than the average person.